
COURTESY LISTING

Bridget and Whitney


Up for adoption or supported long term foster are two kitties that 
will brighten your home and your hearts. They are indoor-outdoor 
cats, excellent hunters, and predator aware.

Whitney is a thin, lithe boy (orange tabby) who is shy at first but 
craves attention and is a great sleeping buddy. He sticks close to 
Bridget, but also likes to go off and hunt on his own. He was born 
in spring of 2014. He likes to sleep inside, close to me or my 
daughter at night, and be outside during the day. He is a very 
attentive sleeping buddy. He is great with cats, dogs, children, 
adults, is shy with strangers until properly introduced, but loves 
getting attention from his family. He is trusting and tolerant of nail 
trimming and being taken care of as necessary. He is an excellent 



hunter as well. We frequently find a single organ from a ground 
squirrel on our doorstep. He comes when called, and is respectful 
of furniture, but will jump on the counter at night for butter when 
it’s cold outside (I add fat to his food and hide the butter). He likes 
a horizontal scratching pad.
 
Bridget (or Bridgie) is a hefty girl who is calm, confident, smart, 
and non-aggressive (she will roll over if challenged and gets along 
with every cat, even strays). She likes to guard the back door 
from her bed on a bench, and her only personality quirk is that 
she’s always on the wrong side of a door. She likes to sleep 
inside or outside depending on the weather, will request cuddles 
when she’s in the mood (they generally don’t last longer than 5 
minutes) and appreciates being brushed (necessary to avoid 
matting especially during shedding season).  She is sweet, takes 
care of all the other animals, and is the “auntie” of the house. She 
is also trusting and tolerant of nail trimming and being taken care 
of as necessary, and an excellent hunter. She not only comes 
when called, but will go find Whitney when asked clearly, slowly, 
with a couple of repeats: “Bridgie, where is Whitney? Go find 
Whitney,” and off she goes a-looking.
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